Board of Directors
Freedom of Form Foundation, Inc.

Minutes of a Board Meeting held 2022-06-12
Held online by voice conference

Chair: Michael Norsworthy
In attendance:
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This formed a quorum. Additionally, Lathreas was present.
Called to order at 2:02 pm Boston local time
The meeting was called to order in a private location that only board members and invited
attendees could join.
Proposal for creating a Scientific Advisory Board
● Zennith proposed creating a Scientific Advisory Board.
● Tiltwolf mentioned expected difficulties with creating an SAB, including the ability to find
critically-minded scientists willing to examine our approaches and give technical
feedback.
● Moonbeam, Athamanatha, and Keiro agreed with Tiltwolf’s concerns and suggested
creation of an SAB is not an immediate priority.
● Svaros mentioned that an SAB would be redundant with our current success and
continuing emphasis on attracting critically-minded scientists to directly work on our
research.
● Zennith withdrew the proposal.
● Note: No formal parliamentary procedure was invoked due to the discussion reaching a
clear rejection of the proposal.
Intellectual property discussion
● Athamanatha asked about progress on developing our intellectual property policy.
● Tiltwolf remarked that we are still discussing and finalizing details among stakeholders
about the optimal arrangement of ownership and sharing of benefits.
● Tilt mentioned that we should consult with a patent lawyer as we get closer to finalizing
our policy.
● Zennith mentioned we will aim to have our policy outlined by the Q3 board meeting.
All remaining topics in this board meeting were held in a place where all volunteers were invited
to join and participate in the meeting.
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Chief Volunteer Officer’s report
● Zennith, acting as Chief Volunteer Officer, presented the most recent quarterly report to
the board and volunteers.
● Materials provided by Tiltwolf and the Integument Review project team, included in the
quarterly report, were discussed. These materials indicated substantial progress in the
project.
● Similarly substantial progress was presented in the report via materials provided by
Lathreas and the Anatomy Re-engineering Framework (ARF) project (renamed from the
3D Anatomy project).
● Progress in the Enhanced Tail project, Technical Roadmap project, and the new Gender
Resources project were discussed.
● Serathin and Syralth provided updates for financial and administrative progress,
following from plans initially discussed in our Q1 2022 meeting.
● Ellie provided an update on our social media growth. She remarked on our progress
addressing community skepticism, and mentioned we still have work to do to earn
broader community support.
● Zennith discussed slowing in growth of our YouTube subscriber count.
● A volunteer participant mentioned that our current mix of videos tends to be too long,
and suggested that we need shorter videos to bring in new audiences.
● Lathreas mentioned that it’s not necessarily a bad thing to focus on other things besides
our YouTube channel. We have many other efforts under way, and many of our
volunteers have their hands full.
Timeline and technical roadmap presentation
● Zennith presented a rough timeline for our organization’s research goals extending for
the next 3 decades. They stressed that the timeline was still a draft, and was intended to
be conservative in assumptions. They proposed that some research results should reach
the first-in-patients stage inside 2 decades from now, and gave crude guidance for
roughly half that time span.
● Zennith presented shorter-term Gantt charts spanning 2 years covering the Enhanced
Tail, Integument, ARF, and other projects, and linking them with our longer term timeline.
● Zennith indicated that the Technical Roadmap project is still in progress, and that
project’s analysis of technical needs will be considered in our long- and short-term
strategy.
● Finally, they linked an outline for reorganizing our org chart, especially in research and
outreach activities, to our ability to execute on plans.
Buildout of scalable financial systems
● Separate from the written materials included in the Chief Volunteer Officer’s report,
Serathin presented slides for an update on implementation and buildout of financial
systems. He proposed a “growth model” budget consisting of baseline requests plus a
second level of nice-to-haves/budgetary asks.
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●

Meeting attendees appreciated the update. Team Leads in attendance including Tiltwolf
and Lathreas were receptive to the system.

Near-term experiment ideas for wet-lab research
● Tiltwolf presented ideas to the board about ideas for experiments that could be tested in
the wet-lab. Ideas included in-vitro culturing of hair follicles, modulation of the Wnt
pathway for hair texture, and an in-vitro evolutionary development project investigating
comparative gene function between species.
● The discussion was productive, and the board was generally supportive of all ideas. All
ideas were established as being relevant to our mission. The board resolved to let
Tiltwolf develop the ideas further, and make a final proposal to the board once enough
details had been worked out.

Adjourned at 4:00 pm

